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TfliNITY Ti\BLET~
VoL V.

HARTFORD,

SOPH. ANTIG.

CONN.,

332--364.

Many the forms of life,
Fearful and strange to see,
But man supreme stands out,
.For strangeness and for fear.
He, with the wintry gales,
O'er the foam-crested sea,
'Mid billows surging·round,
Tracketh his way across.
Earth, of all Gods, from ancient days, the first
Mightiest and undecayed.
He, with his circling plough,
Wears ever year by year.
The thoughtless tribe of birds,
The beasts that roam the fields,
The finny brood of ocean's depths,
He takes them all in nets of knotted mesh
Man, wonderful in skill.
And by his arts he holds in sway,
The wild beasts on the mountain's height;
And brings the neck encircling yoke
On horse with shaggy mane,
Or bull that walks untamed upon the hills.
And speech, and thought as swift as wind,
And tempered mood for higher life of states,
These he h~s learnt., and how to flee
The stormy sleet of frost unkind,
The tempest thunderbolts of Zeus.
So all-preparing, unprepared
He meeteth nought the coming days may bring;
Only from Hades, still
He fails to find a refuge at the last.,
Though skill of art may teach him to escape
From depths of fell disease incurable. ·

Plumptre.
ANCIENT AMERICA.
Archzology, although the latest, is rapidly
becoming one of the most important branches

O CTOBER,

1872.

No. X.

of historical investigation. It enables us to
weigh properly the value of each relic of Rations
and races that have long since passed away.
These relics furnish no mean addition to our
knowledge; for manners and customs are very
sure indications of national character. The
Arts also show the degree of. civilization
attained.
Heretofore the attention of sci_entific men
has been directed principally to the old world.
Champollion, Layard, Rawlinson and others
have made great additions to the hjstory of the
nations of antiquity. Within the last few
years, the Palestine Exploration Society have
unearthed several inscriptions bearing upon the
ancient history of the East, among which the
Moabite stone is the most important, dating
back to the time of the Judges.
But America, geologically considered to be
the oldest continent of the globe, has never
received the attention it deser.ves. The traveler in Yucatan continually meets with vast
ruins, finely carved columns, and even inscriptions; our Western States and Territories, too,
contain mounds and other remains ; while South
America is full of these monuments of a race
that has passed away.
Of the ancient history of this country we
know but little. The Spaniards found here a
people possessing the art of hieroglyphic writing, an established religion and priesthood, and
many of the arts of civilized life. L:is Casas,
who, although a priest, was above the bigotry
of the age, tells us that in the City of Mexico
were stored up the archives of the Aztec state,
in whkh could be found the history of the
nation for many ages. The Spanish priests
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imagined, however, that the advance of Christ- partial men will be found to thoroughly exam- .
ianity would be hastened by destroying all traces , ine this great subject.
of heathen times, and carrying into practice this
idea, made a huge bonfire of these curious records. Thus perished all the knowledge of ancient times; who knows but that an Indian Homer, would have been found among these treasures! But, be that as it may, only a very few of
these precious rolls reached Spain, just enough to
show that the civilization of Ancient America
was but little inferior to that of Egypt. Astronomy was cultivated to a high degree • . On one of
the ruined buildings, evidently intended as an astronomical observatory, can be seen the figure of
a man observing the stars through · a long tube
not unlike a telescope. Similar figures have also
been discovered upon vases and other pieces of
pottery. Space will not permit us to mention
any more ot the remains of ancient art, which
was by no means to be despised, whether in
the department of Architecture · or in the humbler, but no.ne the less useful, branch of manufacture.
But who were these nations? from whence
did they come ? Some scientific men, feeling
vecy much concerned about the ~, lost tribes"
of Israel, have imagined that they crossed over
to America and peopled this great Continent,
while others suppose the first settlers to have
belonged to the Malay race ; a third theory is
that they were Phrenicians originally. This
last is not unlikely, for, the religion and customs
of the early races were essentially Eastern, the
worship of the· sun, and also of the serpent,
was spread over the whole Continent. The worship of the serpent is an almost sure indication
of an Oriental origin, traces of it being found
in all the countries that were peopled by tribes
from the East.
This interesting subject has never been fairly investigated, all those who have written upon
it have some pet theory of their own to be
maintained at all hazards. While the investitigation is carried on in this way, but little
progress will be made. Let us hope that im-

.THE DEPAR1MENT OF PHYSICAL

SCJE;NCES.
It is a pleasure to undergraduates to study
. a text book written by one of their own Professors and one, too, who handles his subject in a
modest yet masterly manner. The seniors have
just finished Professor Pynchon's Second Edition of the "Introduction to Chemical Physics,"
and none of the~ can have failed to derive much
benefit from this work. The principles are" elucidated" in such a manner as to be evident to the
most casual reader ; the explanations are, in general, remarkably clear and uninvolved; the descriptions of the various machines and instruments are wonderfully simple and interesting ;
the points of special difficulty are presented in
such a way that tbey almost lose their difficulty;
in a word, the whole work bears the marks
of careful study and research. The Dr. treats at
length of the three chemical agents, Heat, Light,
and Electricity ; he illustrates all his important
statements by numerous engravings and directions for experiments ; he considers each agent
separately, explaining its peculiar nature, properties and its influence on matter of all kinds ; he
shows the fact of the indestructibility and convertibility of force,-how one form may be
changed into · another, and this again into a_
third, and he discusses all the celebrated theories
advanced by scientific men with regard to the
chemical agents, at the same time pointing out
-their differences and agreements.
It is not our intention to enter into a minute
examination of the various subjects treated of
in the "Introduction to Chemical Physics,"
but merely to express our satisfaction at being
able to employ a text book of this nature written by a Trinity Profe~sor. We sincerely hope
that the favorable reception which has greeted
Dr. Pynchon's work may_induce other members of the Faculty to publish in book-form the
results of their study and investigation, and sq
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to leave behind them a fitting monument to
their labors. The new era upon which our
Alma Mater is ·now entering calls for something
of t.his nature; we trust it will not call in vain.
The interest of the student is quickened ten, fold when he sees that his instructors are not
content with merely giving him the benefit of
their learning in lectures and verbal criticism,
but are striving by their publications to advance
the cause of liberal education.

CHRISTMAS EXAMINATIONS.
The old Romans were continually alluding
to a Golden Age-an age when men were
light-hearted, because free from care, where sorrow and anxiety were unknown, and where
there was no fear for the n·ext week or the next
year. Students, with the "all-shaping spirit of
the imagination" (as Dr. Craik would put it)
have ever been dreaming of a happy time-a time
when they too might be, light-hearted, because
free from the thought of Christmas Examinations, when sorrow and a~xiety should be forgotten, when vacations might be enjoyed to
their fullest extent, and conditions cause no
fear.
Such is the undergraduate's Golden Age of
college life, and we believe that he is fully
as happy when contemplating the future security so soon to be realized, as were the Romans
in pondering over wh~t they termed departed
glory.
But not to continue this attempt at instituting comparisons between the ideal of the Roman and the real of the student, let us consider the nature and office of. Christmas Examintions. The problem will by no means be difficult,'for it may be reduced to that simple
axiom or self-evident truth-" examinations are
a bore," and this explains at once their nature and
their office. Ergo, if this be so, as all candid students will allow, its converse ought equally to
be true, and to this we have the common consent and universal testimony of all undergradu-

ates; if any deny this, ,~ I shall not pretend to
reason with them."
In future, then, Trinity students will not be
bored t.o any great. extent with Christmas examinations, for a great and glorious reform has
been instituted with regar~ to this as well as to
other matters; in future, Trinity men will not
· dread the fatal knell that has summoned so
many of them to their doom; they will think of
a lovely vacation, and when the holidays are
over the return to these classical shades will. indeed be pleasant. Th~ dig will now allow himself an almost sufficient amount of sleep and
exercise, the careful student will devote more
time to outside reading, the need and value of
which we all appreciate, while the idle man, on
the night before the once dreaded ordeal, will
not contemplate doing anything rash, will not
employ innumerable damp towels, ·crackers,
pipes and stimulants (to say nothing of mild
profanity). Instead of the palF, care-worn
faces which must have touched the examiners'
stony hearts, there will appear at chapel countenances beaming with health and hope, which
cannot fail to make glad each one who stands
to us in loco parentir. .
.
But to look at the question in a more serious
manner. There seem to be many real advantages resulting from this abolition of Christmas
examinations; formerly, when the time might
better have been devoted to advance work, from
two to three weeks were almost thrown away
in hasty reviews, and it is a well-known fact
that students in general derive but little benefit
from these ;-the books were " crammed," and
before the annual their contents entirely forgotten.
·Christmas term is too short to be broken
up in such a manner, and the annuals are ampJy sufficient to iest the knowledge or the ignorance of students, without the aid of any minor
· auxiliaries. For once during our college course,
we can _think of an agreeable vacation and not
sigh to ourselves nor cry in despair, examinations are a bore.
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THE ILLUMINATION.
Another Presidential campaign with its excitement and suspense has come and gone. Although all are glad to see the conflicting element disappear, which for the past few weeks
has been so manifest in conversation, in newspaper, and even iff' the very countenances of
those we met, yet the efforts of- those who
rendered Trinity conspicuous the Friday evening before election day should not be over!ooked.
Upon this occasion one of the largest torclilight processions that has ever been witnessed
in the city took place. All along the line of
mar<;h private and public buildings were illuminated, and not least prominently among these,
the College. Several front windows of the south
wing of Brownell Hall ~ere filled with illuminations under the charge of the I. K. A. The
letters I. K. A. with date, 1776, occupied two
upper windows, and underneath was arranged the
Society motto in purple letters. One of the
windo\Ys of Jarvis Hall was tastily adorned with
stars and triangles. Illuminations of the Order
of Beta Beta appeared i~ the north section of
Brownell Hall, in one window a serpent surrounding the letters B. B., and in another the
date, 1842, with stars and crescents. Many
other windows were filled with transparencies of
fanciful design, red light was displayed as the procession passed, and altogether Trinity presented a
brilliant appearance. Chinese lanterns in abundance added to the beauty of the · scene, and
hearty cheers, several times given by the procession as they marched past, showed that our
efforts did not pass unnoticec\.
w.
WHAT HAS BECOME OF THE BOATING
CLUB ?
If you desire any information upon this topic, you will have to make it the subject of a
special visit to some medium who holds forth
concerning the dead and departed ; as I, for
one, cannot enlighten you. However, I can
say, that the glory of boating appears to have

left the shades of Trinity, and taken its abode
elsewhere. There was a time, when, with less
facilities for this invigorating sport than at present, the picturesque Connecticut was the scene
of many a jolly excursion, but lately a spirit
of inaction has set in. The boats remain idle,
drying up in the boat-house, or rotting in the
waters of that sweetest of all rivers, the gently
flowing Swine. On four or five Saturday afternoons only has the barge been seen manned by
a crew, and those crews well know with what
difficulty five fellows were raised. Perhaps it
is the shadow of that wet and dripping crew,
who last spring had their boat sink beneath
them, that restrains us ; or perhaps, it is a portion of that · spirit of inaction which so well
characterize the students of Trinity.
The name of Minnehaha is· familiar to many
an old graduate, and many a '73 man remembers the moonlight excursions upon the sparkling waters, the cool and refreshing swim, and
the race between the bridges, in Freshman
vear. Why cannot these be revived?
Most of us have heard of a College Regatta,
and have an idea that a victory for the Green
and White would not only be a fine thing in
itself, but also of benefit to our College. Last
spring our club decided to send a crew to the
regatta in July, but, owing to mismanagement;
and unavoidable accident, this fell through.
This time, let us make our preparations in
season and make provisions for all emergencies. We have the best of materials, but
practice is needed-not for a few short weeks
just before the struggle, but a practice which
sha11 render us capable of vigorous exertion and
long endurance. Our gymnasium . is handy
and well supplied with an apparatus for gaining
a full manly development.
The other colleges are at work, and even
Dartmouth, away up among the hills of New
Hampshire, has entered into boating matters,
with a spirit, which, if it existed here, would
cause a revolution in our club.
Their men are aiready at work, perfecting their
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muscular development, in the gymnasium. Let
us follow their example ; select our crews, give
them a turn at the rowing weights each day, and
next summer send our six best men to bring victory to the Green and White. Let us not again
refuse· a challenge t~ try conclusions with the
Wesleyan club, as we did last July. Let us
come forward, pay our five dollars, join the
club, and put some spirit into it. It has ahove
$150 towards a new boat, and, if the underclassmen will come forward, by next spring we
shall have a shell s~itable for racing. We have
two boats, which are open to the use of the
club, and the individual members are, I know,
willing to lend their private boats, so all that
that will, can row. Come forward then, and
we shall see a new spirit in boating matters, in
athletic sports, and in our college.
B.

college site. The rumor s.o extensively circulated a few weeks since that a decis:on had been
made in favor of any particular site was without foundation. We will endeavor to place
any formal decision of the Trustees before our
subscribers.

· -MINOR MATTERS.
THE GREEK DEPARTMENT.

We understand that changes of great importance are to be iIJaugurated "where Greek meets
Greek" during the coming year. More time
is to be passed in the recitation room with the
professor.
Each class is to be divided into two sections.
The first is to read more Greek than has ever
before been attempted; the second division is
to read as much as is given in the scheme of
recitations. Lectures on Homer and the Greek
THE TRINITY COLLEGE LOCATION.
Plays are to be multiplied, until, like the man
Much speculation is now rife among our cit- in the play, we expect that all ye Greeks wiJl
izens as regards the loc;tion of the new College
cry: "Hold, enough!" and to suffer what MacB1.:1ildings, and there seems to be a great variety
duff did if ye even mutter such a deprecatory
of opinions as to its final resting place. Up
crY. · "'EV ellEv TO 'Tf'apov TO r'bropxoµEYOV 1rf/µatT
north, down south, out west, and Babcock's To,,cixw. Proin. Esch. 98 & 99.
farm are named as being sure the for the selection
by the Trustees. In the meantime they are
ell. B. K. LECTURES.
still, and non-committal as need be, working
The
members
of the Local B. of the ell. B. K•
diligently, carefully weighing each locality, and
have
invited
members
of the Faculty and other
when they get ready they will decide, and not ·
till then will any one know. This is a wise literary men to deliver a course of lectures
course, and meets the approval of all reasonable before the College. The character of these
parties. Those interested in real estate and lectures can be estimated by those delivered
speculators therein, want to know quite badly, last year, and without doubt they will be highly
for as soon as the location is made, it will cake interesting and instructive to all who may atfrom 50 to I oo acres in one body out of the tend them. It is probable that the first of the
market, and thus affect the surrounding and course w.ill be given sometime during Decemenhance values in whatever locality they deter- ber, but the date has not yet been definitely setmine upon. We hope they will select the best tled. A further announcement l_!lay be exlocation, and doubt not with the known busi- pected before the close of the present month.
ness tact and talent of the Trustees, they will
make a wise one.-Hartford Real Estate Journal.
Dr. Geo. C. Shattuck has again made his
We quote the above as showing the amount appearance among us, and for several days has
of information .that is known to the general been delivering Hygienic lectures to the Colcitizens, and students with reference to the new lege at large. The worthy doctor h~s a faculty
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~or mak!rrg his lectures entertaining, as well as
instructive, and by giving his lectures the attention which they certainly deserve, the students will derive much benefit from them•
The subjects which he particularly dwelt upon
were, "The General Principles of Health "
'' Respiration wit'1 the minor subjects of the
Lungs and Skin," and "Poisons with their
Anti~otes." The long expressed desire of the
students to have their course sprinkled with
instructive lectures, is fast becoming realized,
and the fact of the College having procured
such able lecturers, is, and will be a source of
much gratification to its numerous Alumni and
friends.

EXTRA CLASSES.

ginning Hebrew, another occupied with" Peck's
Calculus," and a third reading ·s. Cyprian.
There seems a fair prospect that each of these
classes will be well supported during this year, ·
as they certainly ought to be.
ic.
ARCHBISHOP BAYLEY.

Among our personals this month it gives us
great pleasure to note honors assumed by graduates of our Alma Mater. The Rt. Rev. James
Roosevelt Bayley, class of '35, for the past
twenty years Roman Catholic Bishop of Newark, N. J., has stood in great favor with the
clergy of his adopted church, and has received
commendations from Rome in numerous instances. During the past summer, when the
See of Baltimore was made vacant by the
death of its pastoral head, the name of Bishop
Bayley was forwarded to Rome bv those who
best knew and appreciated his m;rits and he
received the Papal nuncio in his ·favor, and is
now not only Archbishop of this particular
See, but also Primate of the United States.
It is noted of him that his popularity among
his associat~s dates from his college days, and
classmates of the Reverend Bishop testify to his
universal good humor and pleasant countenance.
In letters to friends at Trinity he speaks with·
a great deal of warmth of his college associations, ~nd utters many a fervent prayer for its
success: always hoping to be permitted to
again visit the home of his college days. Among
his classmates was the Rt. Rev. Bishop Willams, of Conn., and it is mentioned as worthy
of record, that these two venerable men were
consecrated to the sacred office within two years
of each other.

One of the acknowledged advantages which
a small college possesses over a large one is
that ~o~e. personal attention ·can be given to
each md1V1dual student, by which attention his
opportunities for improvement are greatly increa~ed. One of the best ways of reaping the
full benefits of this advantage is the formation
of extra classes, and this, we are glad to see,
has been done this term to a considerable extent. All these classes are entirely voluntary
although some of them are formed for extra
work in different departments, as provided in
the Cat~logue.
Four extra classes have been fo~med under
the Professor of the Modern Languages for instruction. in his d~partment. These are : ( 1'r
A class m German, composed of Juniors and
Seniors,
. who are engaged in reading " U ndiue,"
purposing soon, we believe, to.take up" Faust."
~2) A clas~ in French, of Sophomores and Juniors, studying "Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme."
CONGRESSMAti SCUDDER.
(3) A class in Old German.,.reading the "Nibelungenlied." (4) A class in Spanish, readThe Hon. Henry J. Scudder, class of. '45
ing Gei-vantes' -immortal production, "Don has been elected to Congres·s, representing the
Quixote."
First District of .New York, by an overwhelmThe Rev. the Adjunct Professor of Mathe- ing majority. For a number of years a prom- _
matics has charge of three classes, one just be- inent lawyer in New York city, he has also
0
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Total age, 549 yrs., 1 mo., 5 days. Average,
21 yrs., 11 mos., 17 days.
Professions; Ministry 13, law 7, medicine i,
business 2, telegraphy 1, undecided I. Excused
cuts 137 50, largest no. 600 ; smallest, no. 79.
Unexcused cuts 2800, largest no. I 12, smallest
no. 24. Matrimonial prospects: engaged 5.,
could be if they wanted to, 20. Capillary statistics : moustaches 8, smooth 6, sides 4; sides
and moustaches 3, chin whiskers 2, full 1,
attempt 1. Base ball nines in class 4, fond of
sociery 25, go out 11, Ilo Ila, lla,y 3, grand
tribunal 12, missionary society, I 5, drink lager
o, heard the orchestrion 25, go to the theatre;
occasionally 25, semi-occasionally 12 ; nigger
heaven 24, parquette 1. Po~itics: Straight
Republican 5, Liberal 3, Straight Democrat 9,
Temperance
Woman's Rights 5, Labo~
Reform 1, und•ecided 2; Dance 25, take dancing
BASE BALL.
lessons 25; deserve B. A. 25, wanted to speak
We give below a slretr.h of the different ball
at Commencement 24, have to speak 9, ought
games of the season, the results and the scores
to speak 3.
of the games. We regret that we are not able
to give a fuller account of each game, but want
RECREATION.
of space prevents us.
•
·
When a man is hungry let him eat ; when
'76 vs. '75. 25 to 23 in favor of Freshthirsty, drink ; when sleepy, ~leep ; when stiff
men-Underhill umpire; Brandegee, scorer. ·•
with sitting, let him run, dance and jump ;
'75 vs. '76. 21 to 20 in favor of Freshwhen overworked and jaded let him recreate
men-Brandegee, scorer.
himself.
'74 vs. '76. 47 to 20 in favor of '76-Stark,
Let every man give himself to some useful
score:r.
and honorable work-a work that taxes his best
East Windsor Hill vs. '76. 31 to 19 in favor
faculties. Then let this man keep his mind
of '76-Stark, scorer.
and body as he should his tools and capital, in
University Nine vs. Picked Nine from city.
good working order-sometimes by fasting,
65 to I 5 in favor of College-Brandegee, scorer.
sometime~ by friskiness, sometimes by "popular amusements ; " at other times by unpopular
SENIOR STATISTICS.
sobrieties. Let a man recreate as often and as
The class of '72 entered college with 27 perfectly as he can ; for a busy man will wear
men ; I 6 have completed the four years' course, out soon enough at the best.
But be it always remembered that pleasure
additions to the class, 9 ; two dropped from class
above, whole numbet in class 25. Tallest man, followed for pleasure's sake, wears men o'-'t
6 ft. 2¼ in. ; shortest man, 5 ft. · 4½ in. ; total sooner than any ordinary work. · Such pleasheight, 143 ft. 9 in. Average height, 5ft. 9 in. ures, unearned by work, are called dissipations
Heaviest man, 185 lbs.; lightest man, 115 lbs. because they dissipat~, scatter, ~q:Uander, and
Average weig'ht, 150 lbs. Total, 3,750 lbs. waste one's manhood.

held various positions in city politics, and we are
proud to say has done honor to his friends and his
college in every instance. As a member of
the board of Trustees he is mentioned as using
every influence in his power to advance the
interests of Trinity. He is universally known
as a gentleman of culture and of extreme hospitality, and his popularity is :>hown to no greater .
advantage than by his election to office from a
district which has invariably chosen a candidate ·
from the opposite party.
Our co"'llege is compar~tively young, being
about to celebrate its fiftieth birthday, yet as
the years roll by, our alumni appear on the
world's stage as some of its brightest ornaments,
and we take pleasure "in chronicling these brilliant names as they appear.
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to all concerned. Those subscribers wh·o are
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COLLEGE AND CAMPUS.
An apology is due to our subscribers for the
delay in the issue of the October and N ovember numbers; a local difficulty put us in a great
deal of confusion, we hope however to be able
in future to cancel our obligations promptly on
time. The glorious weather of Indian summer
was never more beautiful than at this season, and .
we recently took a survey of the suburbs of our
goodly city, and we c2n truly say that so fair' a
picture was never set in more lovely frame ; gorgeous tints on every slope, on every hill-side
seemed to vie with neighboring beauty, and as
every breath of wind showered down a rainbow
of tints, from the trees, we were forced to exclaim, how beautiful! College sports seem
confined to the ball field, and a few active games
have been played. A rush or two between underclassmen enlivened the city park, and fright•
ened the gentlemanly and harmless police in
their promenades, some time since, but otherwise we have been, as it were, quiet.
A renewed interest in the TAB LET is shown
by the number of voluntary contributions from
undergraduates. • \Ve make due acknowlcdgeriient for these favors, and hail this manifestation of reform with pleasure·. "Keep the ball
rolling fellows, and never say die" to your own
inter_ests. Our exchange list has also been
largely increased, and but for a temporary emharassment we feel favored, and mean that all
"shall go merry, &c." We note the return of
the Rev. Dr. Jackson from Europe, and at the
same time the introduction of Ueberweg's History of Philosophy with the Senior class. The
President seems in much better health, and
speaks of the pleasures of his trip, and of his observations in foreign universities. We mention
elsewhere the introduction of several new text
books in the curriculum.
We still call upon subscribers to favor us
with the money due on bills sent during the
last half year. It is unnecessary to state why
the money is needed, the fact is patent. All
letters of inquiry, addressed to the Managing
Editor will meet with prompt re!'ly.
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PARTICLES.
PERSONALS.
BAYLEY, '35. The Most Rev. James Roos" Where is my TABLET? "--Phi Beta
evelt Bayley, R. C. Bishop of Newark since Kappa and smells of peanuts about these days
1853, has been made Archbishop of Baltimore, --Fres'hmen will notice the advertisement of
and Primate of the United States.
"Razors" in this issue.--How could you
frighten those policemen so ?--Who wouldn't
JACKSON, '37. Dr. Jackson has returned
be a Senior with only two recitations a day for
from his visit to Europe, and has resumed his
one whole month.--Responses are getting
professional duties in the College.
fashionable and frequent in chapel now-a-days .
WHITMAN, '40.
A daughter of Benj. G. --Two r~shes on the park, each class claims
Whitman has bef"n lately married in this city. the victorf and divide the hat.--Seven trees
have been cut dq,wn from the back campu·s on
GALLAUDET, '42. Rev. Thomas Gallaudet
the site of the new state house.--The Brownwas with us the other day, and assisted in the
ell statue has been removed to the park ; it stood
Confirmation of a deaf mute in the College
on the. college grounds just three years to a
chapel.
month.--Another change in the Editorial
board
of the TABLET this month.--Where
SCUDDER, '45. The Hon. Henry J. Scudder was chosen, at the last election, member of do ·all these calves come from, are they subCongress from the first district of New York, fresh as an undergrad~ate suggests, or are they
being the first Republican ever elected from escaped Sophomores ? - - - - - was in town
last week, and - - - - - staid with us a few
that district.
hours.--Seniors and Juniors are dfJWn on inBACON, '46. J. W. Bacqn was in town the cipient moustaches.--There are fifty reasons
oth'er day.
why cows should be kept off the college camEMERY, '54. Rev. Rufus Emery, for some pus.--Dr. Lord's lectures are very poputime past rector of the Church at Stonington, lar, the Seminary's all go.--Trinity College
Ct., has lately assumed the charge of the par- goes for Grant 42 to 3I.--Mr. Maynadier
'7 5 has presented a number of new lectern
parish at New burgh, N. Y.
hangings to the chapel.--The college song,
HicKs, '54. J. M. Hicks lately spent sev- "Where oh where" etc.--Several students
eral weeks in Hartford.
have gone and done it recently, so says rumor.
FULLER, '58. We are sorry to announce How couid you ?--Little bills are quite frethe death of the Rev. S. G. Fuller, who died quently seen about Trinity.--We recommend to the students' notice an article on boatof apoplexy, Nov. 21.
ing in this issue.--The· Dramatic Club has a
JAMES, '62. Coley James made a short visit rival in the Shakespeare Club.--The class
to the city a few days ago.
officers of '73 will hold a special meeting one
of
these days~--lf a Professor marks you
CLEMENT, '68. Percival W. Clement has
low, flunk your next recitation, it will be such a
been appointed by the Governor of Vermont,
revenge.--Bishop Williams meets the Senone of his aides-de-camp, with the rank of
iors
and Juniors regularly once a week for lecColonel.
tures.--F or the first time in years the SenBROCKLESBY, '69. W. C. Brocklesby is ior class have passed Christmas term without
associated with the firm of Upjohn & Co., being obliged to copy lectures m some department.
Arcihtects, New York.

The· Trini~y Tablet.
COLLEGE CLIPPINGS.
AMHERST.

We are told that the Professor of Mathematics is
lecturing on ·Astronomy, with ex-planatory illustrations.
The Royal Botanical Collection at Kew is very
large. It is the result of a-Kew-mulation.
The Juniors are observed to be very sorrowful in
the Rooms of the Professors of Physics and Chemistry. They sit in tiers.

The students conferred the degree ot -C.•O. D. on
Daniel Pratt, G. A. T., last June.
A. late member of Amherst signalized his departure
by selling his furniture to two different persons and
collecting the money from both.
The occasional appearance of a stove._pipe or cane
among the Freshmen still pains the ey~s and rouses
DARTMOUTH.
the indignation of Sophomores.
The Dartmouth says :
The eating -of pean~ts during church service is • "We are happy to record the formation of the
generally considered indecorous,• and should be avoid- long hoped for Dartmouth Boat Club. Upwards of
erl~-Horn blowing is still at a discount.-Student.
,2,00'? has been already pledged, exhibiting a good ·
BOWDOIN.
degree of interest among th.<: Faculty and other gentlemen in town, as wdl as the students. A cedar
"Twas all through bad luck that we lost Bull Run,"
shell has been purchased of the Harvard Sophomores,
and the same is true of the boat race at Springfield.
as a practice boat. The boat-house is being erected
Our boys are not disheartened in the least hy the
near the bridge."
result of that contest, .and mean to try again next
The Ame~an M~sse.nger-remarks ; '' It is a hop,:year.- The Orient.
ful sign~ and directly opposed to the tendency of
BROWN.
priestly teaching in this country, that fourteen out of
The Brunonian goes into ecstacies over their new
the sixty-nine members of the late graduating class at
President, Dr. Robinson, whom it declares jn emphat~
Dartmouth College were Roman Catholics."
ic. language to be a man and not a figure-head, and
HARVARD.
adds "He is such a power as has not been felt here for
The Harvard Boat Club have held a meeting at
years." Complimentary, that, to the late President
which they elected delegates to the Convention of
Caswell.-Dartmoutk.
the N. C. R A., and voted in fayer of having the
COLUMBIA.
The Cap and Gown utters the following upon the crew chosen from undergraduates only.
0

MICHIGAN.
subject of class politics:Prof. M. C. Tyler .of Michigan University, gives
" We deem it altogether improbable that absolute
fairness can be secured in class elections according to the following samples of orthography at Michigan,
the pr~sent plan. The results of the politicai trickery which he "found glittering in essays written by Sophand wire-pulling are, perhaps, not very serious; but omores: 'axidental,'' wi-ot iron,' ' meny,' 'scientiffic,'
a change which would do away with that sort of ' tital,' 'imoral creachers,'' oppcrtunities,' 'lucretive/
thing is· certainly worth trying. A new class has just • merchantile,' ' the vast pararies of the west,'
c;ntered college, and now is the time for experiment• 'to-gather,' 'has to pas,'' perhapse.'"
A sop4omore the other evening, was assaulted by
Most of our: numerous class offices are unnecessary.
There is only need of an historian, a ~·aledictorian, a four fresh. He drew out a leather pocket-bo.ok and
Goodwood Cup man, various speakers, and occasion- thaeatened to shoot them all down and they fled in
ally a presiding officer. Let the Freshmen show a dismay.
The seniors in philosophy are using Sir William
little ot the inaependent "spirit of '76," and depart
from the path trodden. by so many before them. Let Hamilton's . Lectures on Metaphysics instead of Porthem do away' with all useless offices, and try·to con - ter's Human Intellect formerly used.
The ever ready wi~ of woman was well and
trive some plan by which the speakers, Good wood Cup
uniquely illustrated in the chemical lecture room one
man, etc., may be chosen fairly/'
Columbia has a fencing club, composed of Seniors. day .this week. A young doctress walked up to the
The three following items are from the " Editor's . front seat with hat in hand an.i not finding a peg to
hang it on, sat down and assumed the really manly
Mill."
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attitude of crossed legs and hung the hat at quite a
giddy height upon the upper foot.
WESLEYAN.

Four young ladies. have taken advantage of the
liberty _granted them of entering Wesleyan Univ.
The springfield Republican says :
"The W cslcyan students of Middletown are making egregious asses of themselves by their conduct
toward the new female students.''
YALE.

It is said that the students w~re advised to lock
their doors during the session of A. B. C. F. M.
'73 has got to the acting and suffering ego. The
suffering kind predominates.
The Record says: "there was a college R_egatta at
Springfield last summer." We learn from the Courant that "the college has ceased to writhe under its
late disgraceful defeat.~'
The Yale Co11,rant thus courteously scintillates :
"The steward of Commons recently applied at a
drug store in the city for some concentrated essence
of lye. He found it exceedingly high, as the demand
of the Record had created a corner in the article."
Ten students are talking Sanskrit with Prof. Whitney.
The .Yale Courant evidently has a quarrel of the
first magnitu9e on its hands with the Lit. It proposes to "galvanize that bloated corpse" and "light up
its pages with the flash of intellect by means of caustic criticism." It is also going to pinch the little
bubble of one of the editors of the Lit.•· said bubble
hem~ we are informed., '' radiant now with all the hues
of folly., ignorance., and conceit."-Haroard Ad-

vocate.''

·

The chapel pulpit has · been lowered two steps,
probably with a hope of reaching the comprehe11sion
of the benighted heathen in the pit.-Courant.
The following profundity in the Courant will comm~nd the admiration of all seniors: Quution-How
do you prove self-consciousness l Answer-A man
can't know without knowing that he knows, jf he
knows he knows., he knows himself in the act of
knowing that he knows, and knowing that he knows
he knows he is conscious of an act of self•consciousness~
MISCELLANEOUS.

The members of '76 in some of the large colleges
are as follows :-Brown 6 3 ; Yale 13 1 ; Amherst 86 ;
W csleyan 54; Princeton 110; Bowdoin ,56; Will-

iams 49; Dartmouth 74; Harvard

1 55
200;

and Cornell

120.

The Strasbourg University is attended by nine
American students.
Among the students of Beloit College are a negro,
an Indian, and a Turk.
A classical '7 fer insists that Wilhelm ( which he
pronounces veal-he-Im} is the German of "calf-tails.''

- University Herald.
A late number of the Scholastic, of Notre Dame
University, contains the startling announcement that
"The Holy Angels had their first regular meeting on
Sunday, Sep. 15th, · 1 8 72, at which the following
officers were elected," &c.
Another Browne University is soon to be. This
one at Cincinnati, 0., and to be established by a
large donation from the late Samuel Browne of that
city.
The Sophomores at E 1 mira Fe~ale College have
forbidden the Freshmen to wear false hair, so the
Amherst Student says.
The Williams Vidette contains the following,, The Professors of Political Economy in Yale, Dart.
mouth, Bowdoin, Wesleyan, Trinity, Tufts, Oberlin,
and University of Wisconsin, are Free Traders in
principle."
·
·
It is proposed to establish a grand National U niversity at some large central city, whese sole business will
be to examine graduates of every college b the land
before allowing them to ffouriiih their degrees. We
do not know whether this matter strikes anybody else
in the same light or not, but it seems to us that the
most rigid scrutiny of the Spanish Inquisition- would
be a rather pleasant entertainment compared to the
questioning one would naturally expect to undergo
before a board of N atioRal Examiners. This would
be · no triffing -matter, even for the graduates of an
Eastern College, but we fear that the mortality among
Western Colleges would be something awful to contem plate.-Yale Record.
The Germans ~ave established no university for
the last half-century. Their plan is to strengthen

those they have, rather than to found new ones.
The University of Munich, on the occasion of the
" doings" in honor of its thousandth anniversary,
conferred alJ sorts of degrees on notabfcs in various
countries of Europe. The Faculty of Nation~!
Economv-a pity that we haven't such a "faculty,"
-gave the degree of '' doctor"-to Gladstone_; Shaftes-
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NEW ADVEHTISEMENTS.
bury, and Stuart Mill. We cannot learn that any of
these favors were sent to any of our great men; proba- - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - bly because there are none of them that have been doctered already-from Dr. Greeley and Dr. Grant down. j
We have had this doctor stuff until we are sick of it.
It was a witty epitaph written on a Frenchman. that
he was " nothing. not even a member of. the Academy." So. if one could possibly find .any body to
whom such an epitaph would apply, somebody might
Cl)
say that he was nothing,-not even a doctor of any-

WA~s

.....

thing.-Hearth and Home.
One of our exchanges records the remarkable fact
that the Seniors have tyjected a permanent organization.
The Vo/anu. asks: " How does it happen that
7 3 is the best class in every college in the country ? '"
Give it up.

Sane Mathematical Recitation Room. Professor
to Freshman. -" Will you be good enough to find
the center of that circle?" Freshman mudescly declines. and his example is followed by sev;ral c.thers,
until the question reached Mr. M--, the genius ~f
the class.
Prefessor.-0 Mr. M--. can you demonstrate
this problem for us ? "
Bill M--to the class.-" Gentlemen, the learned
professor has asked me to find the center of this circle.
Now, I should ne~er wish to be positive in regard to
a matter of this sort, but. as near as I can judge.
taking a cursory view of the case (placing his finger
upon the blackboard). that is the center of this circle." Professor dismisses the class and rushes for a
glass of water.-College spectator.
Princeton has received donations within the last
four years. to the amount of one million dollars.
in the Society Index in the August No.
For Clerc, C. M., •47, rtad '45.
Clifford. S. W .• add Jr.
Curtis, W. E •• •75, add Jr.
Isbell, C M • 'S 3. read '6 3.
Knobloch. A. F., read Knoblock.
Maddox. W. T., read ',9.
Pinkney, F. s.• read Pinckney.
Shreve, W. Y.• read W. I.
Stirling, J. C. • read Sterling.
- . W •. H •• prefia: Stirling.
Wiggin. A . H .• '58. read '68.
Winchester, S. F., ,S6, read '66.
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AND RUBBERS,
11

5

ASYLUM STREET,

. HARTFORD, CONN.
LADIES' & GENTS' BOOTS & SHOES
Made to Order and Repaired.

KRUG, PARISH & CO.,

Manifacturers

ef Cigars,

AND DEALERS IN

Smoking & Chewing Tobaccos,
Snuffs. Meerschaum and Briar Pipes~ &c.
267 MAIN ST., HARTFORD, CONN.
Mll.HAEL POWERS•

J..•

CHAS. KUEHNHO1.D•

R,

MATT.

H.

BILLIARD

KRUG,
B, PARISH,

HEWINS'

RooMs,

No. z6z MAIN STREET,
Are the Favorite Resort of the Gentlemen of
Hartford.
TEN OF

H. W.

CoLLANDEa's

SUPERIOR TABLES.
Good Attendance Always at Hand.
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ROSE & MITCHELL,
68 .AsrLuM scrREEcr,

AMERICAN

.

DEALERS IN

PIANOS, ORGANS,
AND S H EET M usic.

w altham Watches.
The only accredited Agency in
Hartford.

All the more desirable of the new M usical
Publications received each week.

Every variety of the WAL T H AM WATC H
direct from the factory, at the lowest
wholesale and retail prices, and
every watch w A R RANTED.

WILLIAM L. MOT·T,

A large Discount made to the Trade, from

CHURCH BOOK DEPOSl'TORT .AND
READING ROOM,

M ANUFACTURERS' LIST P RI CES.

No. 87 Asylum Street, HARTFORD, CoNN.,
(opposite Allyn House,) has for sale
·
Bibles, Testaments, Prayer BooltS-Theol~~al,
Miscellaneous, .1._uvenik BooltS- Sunday School
Cards, Religif?us Tracts, Devotional BooflS.:_sunt/ay
School Requisites, Instruction BooltS and Library ·
Boo/is-Sunday &hoot and Church Decorations The New Hymnal, with and without Music, various
editions- Communion Wine, Sermon Paper, etc.
Out of Town Orden promptly filled by Mail or Express.

F ALL .
A Word to my Friends and CustomerS.

GEO.

w.

FORD,

395 MAIN STREET.

lf7A

'7'
.L

CH R E PA J R J NG.
Also Agent for

The Fire Extinguisher.

TRACY & CO.,
52 Asy 1um .St.,

HARTFORD, CT. ,

DEALERS

have just retur.ped from New York with a
choice selection ot

F ALL

Goons!

ro which I respectfully invite your attention.

The goods were selected with great care,
and I feel justified in saying that
they are, in every respect,

.

FIRST GLASS.

AGENT,

IN

HA RD WARE
OF ALL KIN DS.
ALSO,

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS
IN

Fine English Pocket Cutlery

I am prepared to Make Garments at Short

SCISSORS, RAZORS,

Notice, and guarantee entire satisfaction.

&C., &C., &C.

Respectfu 11y,

JOHN

J.

LEHR ,

266 Main Street, (up stairs.)

T R ACY & CO.,
52 Asylum Street.
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&

. DEMING

College- Book -store.

GUNDLACH,

Watches, Jewelry~
SILVER WARE,
NO.

ETc., .

STATE STREET,

20

HART FORD, CONN .

BROWN & GROSS,
Booksellers €:1 Stationers,
N O. 49 ASYLUM STR EE T,
HARTFORD, CO NN.
F. A. BROWN.

W . H. GROSS .

HENRY S. BRIGGS,
38 1 MAIN SJ.,

HARTFORD, CT.

ORNAMENTAL

Watches of all kinds repaired

CONF$CTIONER,

in the best manner and
.warranted to run well.

La·dies' and Gentlemen's lee
~r~am and Dining Room.

H. A.

·L.

D EMING.

WEDDING & O'IH ER P.AR :r'lES
GUNDLACH.

Supplied with every requisite.

The College Bootmakers.

REILLY 'S ·
D ANCI N G A CA DEMr,

BARCHFIELD&ENGEL,

164½ MAIN STREET,

NO. 3 .ASYLUM ~'IR EE1,
.
Having_ purchased the stock in trade of the
late WM. L 1~KE, respectfully solicit a continuation of student patronage.
WM. ENGEL.

B. BARCH FIELD.

F. A. SYKES,
No. 7 At.LYN HousE,

HARTFORD,

CoNN.

FANCT BAKERY & LUNCH R OOMS.
Weddings, Collations, Dinners, Soirees,
Furnished in the most recl,ercl,e style.
WAITERS

~ Particular

AND

MUSIC

FuaNHRJ:D.

attention given to getting up
College "Spreads."

F ALL o N's f): ALL ,
Springfield, M ass.,

AND

Are without doubt, the fineat and best furnished Dancing
Academics in the country, improvement& having been made
during the past year, at an expense of over Fifteen Thousand
Dollan. Either of the Academy Halla wftl seat comfortably
one thousand people, and will be let for Festivals, Lectures,
Dancing Receptions, &c., on the most reasonable terms.
Instructions will be given in Hartford Fridaya and Saturdays, and in Springfield, Mass., Thursdays. · All the fashionable parlor dances will be taught in the course of twenty-four
lessons.
The college class will be, as heretofore, on Saturday cven·ings, for further particulan apply at the Academy, or addrcaa

P. H. REILLY,
HARTFORD P. 0., Box 182.,
OR SPRINGFIELD, Box 912.
Yours, &c.,

P. H..-

REILLY.
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CASE, LOCKWOOD

&

BRAINARD,

PRINTERS AND BOOKBINDERS,
CORNER PEARL AND TRUMBULL STS., HARTFORD, CONN

1-59

HATCH & TYLER-;
80 STATE STREET,
Are now prepared to receive orders for the ;best
varieties of
LEHIGH,_ LACKAWANNA, _WILKESBARRE

COLLEGE

PRINTING

AND

OTHER

COALS.

of all descriptions.
PRINTERS OF

THE TRINITY TABLET.

Particular attention paid to the prtparation of Cool
for Domestic Use.

CLINTON HOUSE,

A Splendid Assort~ent

ON THE EUROPE.AN PL.AN,

OF

23, 24, and 25 Central Row,

HATS

HARTFORD, CONN.
LADIES' AND

Gt:NTLEMEN's

DINING RooMs

ATTACHED.

OYSTERS IN EVERY STYLE.
CHAMPAGNE AND OTHER WINES.
A. A. BACON, PROPRIETOR.

JoHN

KENNEDY,

Merchant Tailor,
UNDER UNITED STATES HoTEL,

A large and choice- Selection of the newest styles of

IMPORTED

CLOTHS.

JOHN KENNEDY,
48 State Street.

"AND

CAPS

OF ALL

THE LATEST STYLES,
AT

STIL~MAN & CO'S,
331 MAIN STREET.

J. & R. LAMB,
CHURCH
FURNITURE.
59 CARMINE STREET, ·N. Y.,
Sixth Avenue Cars Pass the Door.

RODERICK NEVERS,

PLATE .AND CARD

PRINTER,.· .
.

41 TRUMBULL STREET,
HARTFORD, C9NN,

Specialty.
w

EMBROIDERIES, CHURCH METAL
ORK,
.
.
AND COLOR DECORATION FOR
WALL SURFACE OF BOTH

NAv~

ANQ CttANq:L
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1 60

TI FFANY

& Co.,

UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK,
Importers of and V~alers in

D IA MO N D S.
and other

PRECIOUS STONES, T. STEELE & SON

WATCHES, CLOCKS, .
BRONZES, CUT AND ENGRAVED GLASS, FINE PORCELAIN,
FANCY
GOODS, STATIONERY, ETC.
Manufacturers of

FINE . jEWELY, STERLING SILVER WARE,
CLASS AND Socn:tv BADGES, RINGS,
MEDALS AND PRIZES.
Pieces suitable for Prizes and Presentation on Sale
and made to order from appropriate designs.
French and English Stationery, Note and Letter Paper, with
Monograms, Cyphen and Crests, Embossed Plain or in Colon.
Invitations, Cards, Menus. and Notes prepared for special oc·
casions.
DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION:

340 MAIN STREET, HARTFORD, CoNH•,
Offer a choice ~election of

FINE

~ORTOISE

SH~.~:~:~.~~Ds.

~~
~s

ADAMS & KNIGHT, Providenle, R I.

Entirely new designs and new styles in En Rings, Brooches•
Pendants, Lockets, Necklaces, Crosses, F,ms, Card Cases, Ve,t
Chains, &c.
Monograms and Initial work made to order.

T. STEELE & SON,
1!7Store closed at 6

Manufacturer and Dealer in

exponent of the views of the

STUDENTS
MEERSCHAUM AJSD BRIAR PJPES,

HARTFORD, CT.

ERNST SCHA LL,

TRINITY COLLEGE,

NEWS OF THE COLLEGE WORLD
Its editors will endeavor to make it

attractive in fo:-m and matter, and will spare no pains

1n

DIAMON DS, CH _AINS,
FINE GOLD AND SILYER

& J EWELRY,

No. 207 MAIN ST., HARTFORD, CoNN.
PARTICULAR ATTENTION PAID TO REPAIRING
OF WATCH~S AND JEWELRY.

.

OF

and to furnish subscribers with all the

in general.

W ATC H ES

HARTFORD, CT.
o'clock, Saturday evenings excepted

This paper, published monthly, is designed to be an

CIGARS AN D TOBACCO,

D iamond Setter, and D ealer

1-2.
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JAMES S. SCHOTT ,

295 MAIN ST.,

'

Watch Casing and Diamond Setting done to order•

to render it worthy of the favor with which it has
hitherto been received.
The TABLET will be sent to any address upon receipt of the subscription price, •z.oo per annum.
Specimen numbers free.
Address

THE TRINITY TABLET,
Drawer

..

20,

H ARTFORD, CONN.

